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They  say  that  nothing  worth  having

comes  easy ,  and  as  a  real  estate

investor  you  are  l ikely  to  face

challenging  situations  where  the

outcome  will  determine  the  success

of  your  investments .  

We  have  collected  a  l ist  of  the  10

most  common  mistakes  so  you  can  be

prepared  and  confidently  manage

your  assets ,  turning  diff icult

situations  into  wins .  

Introduction



1. Not having a strategy 
All investors want their investments to be profitable, but not all of

them plan accordingly. In fact, many forget that it’s the strategy that

creates the wealth, rather than the transactions themselves- so do not

just improvise when buying and managing your properties. 

Having smart and realistic goals will help you figure out where you

want to be financially with your investments in the long run, and

having a back-up plan is crucial when facing potential setbacks. 

 

As Alan Lakein once said: “Failing to plan is planning to fail” and

although there is no “perfect” strategy, take different scenarios into

consideration during all parts of the process and you’ll be better off

for it. 



Flipping, wholesaling, buy and hold,…

these are just some of the recurring real

estate strategies you might have

stumbled upon and are considering to

adopt. The question is, would this be

something you see yourself doing on a

daily basis? 

It is important to understand your

investment personality to find plans

that won’t feel like the job you wanted

to escape from. Everybody’s needs are

different and so are their goals; identify

your strengths and you will save yourself

time -and stress- with the right strategy

for your circumstances. 

2. Disregard 
your investment 
style 



Now that you know what you are looking for

and how to achieve it, it’s time to do some

homework about the local market. And by

some, we mean substantial- and lots of it. 

Japanese real estate has specific

characteristics that are unlike other

countries, and without a good amount of

knowledge about the economy, market and

common trends, it is unwise to expose your

money to unnecessary risk.  For example,

understanding why Japanese homes don’t

appreciate in value, the differences between

'high yield' and 'high liquidity', and choosing

the right location are key to figuring out how

much profit can be made, and whether an

investment matches your goals. 

 

You can start learning more about Japanese

real estate on the Investor Academy section

on our website. 

3. Not understanding 
the market 



This point is just as important as the previous

one. Knowing the regulations of a country

beforehand will save you from some

inconvenience later on. In the Guide To

Successful Real Estate Investing, we

mentioned a document regarding the

'explanation of important matters' which

contains relevant information to be disclosed

by law to the potential buyer. However, not

every detail is included and knowing how to

exercise your rights as buyer and landlord

will help you make better informed decisions

about both transactions, and property

management. 

4. Not understanding 
Japanese Law 



While you might think you’re saving money

by doing it all yourself, in reality, by playing

solo you’re actually wasting a lot of the time

that could have been used more

productively. Establishing relationships with

a team of professionals is going to make a

difference when facing renovation or

maintenance issues. There are tasks you have

to outsource in order to focus on reaching

your investment goals, and you won’t be able

to truly grow your wealth if you are doing all

the plumbing, roofing, painting, and toilet

unblocking by yourself. 

5. Self-managing 



Improper financing can turn a potentially good

asset into a liability. When considering a

purchase, many new investors often make the

mistake of overlooking or miscalculating

figures that are relevant to their bottom line.

These numbers could affect the yield, return on

capital and taxes as much as the obvious risk of

vacancy. This is one of the most fundamental

points to keep in mind, and while property

investing is very much a pay-to-play exercise, if

a property can still produce positive returns

after you’ve factored in all the costs, then it’s

going to be a good deal. Just be careful not to

do the opposite as well, by spending too much

time deliberating unnecessary, tiny details! 

6. Miscalculating the 
expenses 



While paying cash is a great way to live debt-free when it

comes to your car, your children’s education and your own

house, the focal benefit from rental properties is that you can

use the rent of your tenants to pay for the mortgage every

month and still make a profit. Don’t forget that the money

you save by not spending it on one single purchase can be re-

invested to buy more real estate, or saved for emergencies

and surprise bills. 

Of course, using too much leverage could also be harmful in

the case of high vacancy, so whether you can afford to pay in

cash, or qualify for a 90% mortgage- you have to carefully

consider the pros and cons of each, based on your own

financial situation and goals. 

7. Not keeping some liquidity 



8. Impatience 

Real estate is an extremely accessible way to

build wealth over time, but you will probably

be disappointed to know that you won’t grow

rich overnight. Many advertise the glamorous

side of owning real estate without

mentioning all the patience and hard work

behind it. If you’re looking for stable returns,

being in a rush to sell each and every time the

market moves is not a good idea. 

Ask yourself if you have enough tolerance to

make this commitment, and if you’ve

investigated enough to feel confident about

your purchase. There is an article in our

Investor Academy covering the 5 main points

you need to check to know if you are ready to

invest! 



By this point, you understand

that there is a lot of learning

involved before getting

started. 

The more knowledge you

gain, the less insecure you

will feel about your decisions,

which is a achievement that

we encourage… except for

when you focus all of your

time on learning without

taking any action. There is

little point in studying if you

can’t put it into practice and

an overload of information

that is not relevant to your

current investing status -or

far beyond your

understanding- is in fact,

counter-productive. While it

is nice to be knowledgeable

about a wide selection of

topics, when you’re just

starting out in real estate,

concentrate on the

information you can readily

apply or else you might never

be ready to pull the trigger,

even when presented with a

good deal.  

9. Overthinking 



10. Saying Yes to 
everything 

Lastly, treat your real estate investing professionally, just

like you would with any other business; which means

not being too hasty when making decisions about a

deal, a tenant, or your management team. Keeping your

rationality when faced with situations like late rent

payments or a seemingly once-in-a-lifetime bargain

deal, will save you from the expensive losses of being

too reactionary or emotional. Remember to check and

double-check, and that your first instinct is always your

best instinct. 



Got questions?

Contact Us  

sales@housekey.jp 

 

or call +81 03 6277 8135 

MON-FRI 9am to 6pm

.jp

ハウスキー株式会社 
〒107-0052 
東京都港区⾚坂７丁⽬９−４ 
梅沢ビル５F 


